Globalization and Austerity Politics in Latin America

In an age of financial globalization, are markets and democracy compatible? For developing countries, the dramatic internationalization of financial markets over the last two decades deepens long-standing tensions between politics and markets. Notwithstanding the rise of left-leaning governments in regions like Latin America, macroeconomic policies often have a neoliberal appearance. When is such austerity imposed externally and when is it a domestic political choice?

Employing a multi-method research strategy that includes statistical tests and extensive field research from across Latin America, Stephen B. Kaplan builds and tests a theory that explains the effect of financial globalization on economic policy making. Focusing on both the structural and individual influences on policy making, he argues that a country’s composition of international borrowing and its technocratic understanding of past economic crises combine to produce dramatically different outcomes in national policy choices. Incorporating these factors into an electoral politics framework, Kaplan’s book then challenges the conventional wisdom that political business cycles are most likely in newly democratizing regions. Inflation-spurring expansions may occur when countries are unhindered by bond market indebtedness and inflation crisis legacies, but otherwise a political austerity cycle emerges characterized by macroeconomic discipline. This book is targeted toward a broad audience within political science, economics, and Latin American politics, but is especially relevant for scholars of political economy of global finance, development and democracy, and the politics of economic policy making.
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